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PROGRAMMING UNDER UNCERTAINTY: THE
EQUIVALENT CONVEX PROGRAM*
R. J. B. WETSt

Abstract.This paper is an attemptto describeand characterizethe equivalent convex programof a two-stagelinear programunder uncertainty.
The studyhas been dividedinto twoparts.In the firstone, we examinethe
propertiesof the solutionset of the problemand deriveexplicitexpressions
forsomeparticularcases. The secondsectionis devotedto the derivationof
the objectivefunctionof the equivalentconvexprogram.We show that it
is convex and continuous.We also give a necessaryconditionforits differentiabilityand establish necessary and sufficientconditionsfor the
solvabilityof the problem.Finally,we give the equivalentconvexprogram
of certainclasses of programming
under uncertaintyproblems,i.e., when
the constraintsand the probabilityspace have particularstructures.
1. Introduction.The standardform of the problem to be considered
in thispaper is:
minimize
subject to

z(x) = cx + E{qy},
Ax
Tx +

= b,
My ==,

x>O,

t on (Zi

F),

y>O,

whereA is an m X n matrix,T is animiX n matrix,M is an m X n matrix,
t is a randomvectordefinedon the probabilityspace (Z, j, F). We shall
assume that (1) is solvable.
This problem belongs to the class of stochastic linear programming
problemsfor which one seeks a here--and-now
solution.Problem (1) is
knownin the literatureas the two-stage
linearprogramunderuncertainty.
One interpretsit as follows:the decision maker must select the activity
levelsforx, say x = xXhe thenobservesthe randomeventt = i, and he is
finallyallowedto take a correctiveactiony,suchthaty 0, My = -TX
and qy is minimum.This second stage decisiony is taken when no uncertaintiesare leftin the problem.
It is clear that we could also writethe objectivefunctionof (1) as
(1')

z(x) = cx + Ee{min qy I x}.

* Received by the editors February 19, 1965, and in revised formJune 11. 1965.
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given above indicatesthat (1) as well as (1') are conThe interpretation
ventional ways to express the same concept. Many practical problems
can be formulatedto fit the standard form,e.g., inventoryproblems,
problemswithuncertaindemand,etc.
planningproblems,transportation
All quantitiesconsideredhere belong to the reals, denoted T. Vectors
spaces V and whetherthey are to be
will belong to finite-dimensional
regardedas row vectorsor columnvectorswill always be clear fromthe
contextin whichtheyappear. Thus, forexample,the expressions,
X

=

Tx=
y y

=

(XI)

X2)

..

*

*

Xi)

..

*

Xn))

x,
ZYi

i=1

Yi

are easily understood.No special provisionshave been made for transposingvectors.
we shall assume that (S, 0, F) is the probaFor the sake of simplicity,
bilityspace inducedin T', F determinesa Lebesgue-Stieltjesmeasure and
a is the completionforF of the Borel algebrain 'm. We also assume that
= El t} exists.Also, note that our inotationt on (:, a, F) is meant to
implythat the firststage decisionhas no effecton the probabilityspace on
whicht is defined.In otherwords,t is independentof x.
The marginalprobabilityspace for i = 1, *. , im will be denoted by
(A4,
06, Fi). If it exists,we denote the densityfunctionof 4j by fr(06).
If 4j is a discreterandomvariable,we denoteits probabilitymass function
also by f(j%). No confusionshould arise from this abuse of notation.
Moreover,let ax and ,i be respectivelythe greatestlower bound and the
least upper bound of 26j. If Zi is not boundedbelow,we set ai = -m; if
ai is not bounded above, we set Oi = + c*.
We usually thinkof v as the convexhull of all elementsof a withpositive measure.The probabilitymeasuremay be discrete,continuous,or a
mixtureof both. Only in one particularcase (?2A) shall we use another
of X, namely, : = t{ If(t) # 0}.
characterization
The firstpart of this paper characterizesthe solutionset of (1), and it
points out some of its properties.In the second part, we derive a programmingproblemwhose set of optimalsolutionsis identicalto the set of
optimalsolutionsto problem(1).
decision
2. The solutionset. We are onlyinterestedin the here-aind-now
to be taken. Thus, a solutionto (1) is not a pair (x?, yo). To see this,it
to remarkthatoncex is selectedand t is observed,theset ofoptimal
suffices
second stage decisions y is uniquely determinedby solving the linear
program
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qy,

subject to

My

=

-Tx,

y _ 0.
It is thus obvious that the only decisionvariable of problem(1) is x.
Nevertheless,the second stage affectsour decision on x in two ways.
First,we need to limitour set of acceptable firststage decisionsto those
for which there exists a feasiblesecond stage decision,i.e., problem (2)
is feasible.Also, foreach selectionof a vectorx, we musttake into account
the expected costs of the second stage decisionssuch an x may generate:
E~{min qy I x}.
2A. The set of feasible solutions. A feasiblesolutionto (1) is a vector
x such that it satisfiesthe firststage constraintsand such that it is always
possibleto finda feasiblesolutionto the second stage problem (2), whatever be the value assumed by t on Z. Dantzig and Madansky [2] call such
a solutiona permanentlyfeasiblesolution.The word "permanently"was
introducedto reinforce
thisnotionoffeasibilityofthe secondstageproblem
forall values of t. We have rejectedthisterminology
because it sometimes
leads to confusionin the understanding
of problem (1).
The followingexample shows how the Dantzig-M/Jadansky
of
definitionl
permanentfeasibility
differs
fromwhat one maybelieveto be meantbypermanent feasibility.We reservethe terms"permanentlyfeasible"for the
followingconcept: select a vectorx such that the constraintsare satisfied
withprobabilityone. Considerthe followingproblem:
(3)

minimize

z(x) = cx + Q(Tx-

x E Q,

wheret is an in-dimensional
randomvectoron (S,
F), T is an m X n
matrix,Q = {x I Ax = b, x > 0} c
and Q is a real-valuedfunction.
If Q is definedas follows:
nX

Q(Tx-

)=0

Q(Tx -)

=

if Tx
+oo,

,

otherwise,

then,foreach fixedi, (3) is a linearprogramming
problem.Such a functionQ (Tx) requirespermanentfeasibility,i.e., ifthereexistsa solution
(z (x) # + o ) to problem (3) it must satisfythe condition
(4)

Tx _ t,

forevery E
C S.

To see that problem(1) is not as restrictive,
e.g., let
Q(Tx -)

=

Et{

Qi(Tix -i)
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where
Qi (T,x - t*) =
Qi(Tix

- ti)

if Tix_{i

= qi(* i - Tix)

if Tix < ti

no longerimposespermanentfeasibility,i.e.,
Such a functionQ (Tx -)
z (x) is no longeridenticallyequal to + x for all x which do not satisfy
condition(4). We can thenrewrite(3) as follows:
minimize

z(x) = cx + Et{O.y+ +

subject to

qy-},
= b,

Ax

Iy+

Tx +
x?_O,

Iy- = #, t oil (a, a, F),

y+ > O

y- _O.

Problem (5) is a special case of problem (1), known as the complete
problem[6].
From our definitionof feasible solution,it is clear that the decision
makeris limitedin its decisionby a double set of constraints.Let

K1 = tx IAx = b, x ? O}.
We say that K1 is the set determinedby thefixedconstraints.
K1 is a convexpolyhedron.
(6) PROPOSITION.
A set C is convexifxi , X2 E C implies[xl, x2]c C. By convexpolyhedron
we meanithat K1 canibe writteni
as the sum of a conivexpolytope (convex
hull of a finiite
numberof pointsin CJQ)and a convexpolyhedralcone.
Let
K2

=

{x I foreveryt E Z, thereexistsy ? 0 such that My

=

-Tx}.

We say thatK2 is theset representing
the constraints
imposedon ourvector
x by the inducedconstraints.
The word "induced" means that these constraintsare therestrictions
imposedon x by the condition:the secondstage
problem (2) must be feasiblefor all t E S. This is the meaningof the
equalitysignfoundin the constraintsof the standardform:
Tx +My

Let
K20

=

{x I Tx

t
=

ton S0F).
-My

forsome y ? O}.

It is easy to see that K20 is a convexpolyhedron.
(7)
PROPOSITION. K2 is convex.
We have K2 = n tEK2t ; thenK2 is eitherempty,a singletonor forall
pairs of points x1, X2 E 12 we have x1, X2 E K2t forall t E S. Then for
everyt E Z, [xl, X2]c K2t; hence [xl , x2] Cnf E=K2e = K2 .
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The nextresultis an immediateconsequenceof (6) anid (7).
(8) PROPOSITION. K = K1 n K2 is a convexset, whereK is the set of
feasiblesolutions.
Remark.We have expressedthe set of feasiblesolutionsin termsof x
alone, ratherthan x and y.
In what follows,we assume that K has fulldimension.If thiswerenot
the case, one would need to appeal to the relativetopology.Most of our
our treatmentand
proofsdo not requirethisassumption,but it simplifies
terminology.
The set K1 is immediatelyavailable in termsof linear equations and
inequalitiesinvolvingx only. The set K2 presentsmuch more difficulty.
In general,say when Z is a continuum,i.e., when f E EK22 is aniinfinite
intersectionof convex polyhedrons,then the characterizationof K2 in
termsof x alone is a much more complexproblem.One main difficulty
one encountersin tryingto solve a programunderuncertainty(no assumptions on the probabilityspace or on the structureof the constraintsof
whetheror not a givenx belongsto K.
(1)) lies in determining
We now examinesome special cases wherethe assumptionsmade either
on the constraintsstructureof problem (2) or on the probabilityspace
(Z, 0, F) allow us to obtain fairlyeasily an explicitexpressionforthe set
K2 (and so forK).
Case 1. A has a finitenumberofpoints(card I I < co). The intersection
nfE is finiteand since K24is a convexpolyhedron,so is K2, and so is K.
, k be the values of t forwhichf(t) # 0. Then,
Let t1 t2
.

K2

=

x I Tx + My'

Case 2. The matrixM
K2

=x

=

1

I = I, k*,D.

I (identity)and S is compact.Then

C ;, thereexistsy _ 0 and y
I forevery E

=

-Tx},

-Tx

> 0.

whichimplies
x E K2 if and onlyifforevery

( !,
E

c: TM
Since Z is bounded,thereexistsa smallestclosedinterval,say
to
the
lower
The
such
that
lower
bound
c
with
z
*
ai's correspond
a,
i
=
random
variables
for
the
bounds
ti
,
1, * * Xnm.
(9) PROPOSITION. t - Tx > 0 foreveryt E Z if and onlyif Tx ? a.
The proofof thispropositionis trivial.We have
(10)

K2 = {x I Tx < a}.

Case 3. M = (I, - I). The problemis complete.One says that problem
(1) is complete[6] whenthe matrixM (afteran appropriaterearrangement
of rowsanidcolumns) can be partitionedin two parts,wherethe firstpart
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is the identitymatrixand the second part is the negativeof an identity
matrix,M = (I, -I). This case seems to representa very important
class of applications of programmingunder uncertainty.It is thus an
encouragingfact that the set K canibe expressedimmediatelyin termsof
linearconstraintsin x. No assumptionat all is necessaryon the probability
space (Z, 0, F).
Let uispartitionthe vectory as follows:
y = (Y+, Y),

wherey+ correspondsto I and y- to
K2

=

{x Jforeveryt E

X,

-

I; then

thereexistsy+ > 0, y-

0

=
such that y+ - y-Tx}.

PROPOSITION. K = Ki.
Since K2 = (li (it is always possible to express any numberas the
of two nonnegativenumbers),we have K = K1 n Th = K1 .
difference
This property,K = K1 , gives an intuitivejustificationforthe use of
the word "complete". Nevertheless,we should remarkthat K = K1 does
not implythat M = (I, -I).
(11)

2B. A feasibilitytest. We now fixx and t and concentrateour attention
of problem(2). From Farkas' lemmawe get:
on the feasibi.lity
- Tx have a nonniegative
solution
(12) Eitherthe equationsMy =
or the inequalitiesuM _ 0, u ( - Tx) < 0, have a solution.
(13) PROPOSITION. x E K2 if and onlyiffor everyt E Z we have
CT(x,t) > 0, where
U(x, () = {min u(

-

Tx)

uM >

0}.

If fora givenx and foreveryt E > we have U (x, t) > 0, thenthe systemof inequalities,uM > 0 and u( - Tx) < 0, has iio solution.By (12),
- Tx has thena nioinnegative
solution,forall t E S.
the systemMy =
This means that x?E K2 .
Proposition (13) yields a test which allows us to determineif a given
x E K1 is or is not a feasiblesolutionto (1). Nonetheless,such a procedure
ifwe had to performthistestforall t in S.
would be completelyinefficient
If Z does not have finitecardinality,thistestforany givenx would involve
solvingan infinitenumberof linearprogramsof the form,
minimize

u(t - Tx),

subject to

uM ? 0.

form (it is very often
If problem (1) is stated in a slightlydifferent
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possibleto reduceproblem(1) to (14)), viz.,
minimize
(14)

z (x) = cx + Es{ qy},

subject to

Ax

= b)

Tx +

My _ ,

ton (,

F),

y>O,

x>O,

it is possibleto obtain a more efficient
test. We then apply the following
formof Farkas' lemma: exactlyone of the two alternativeshold: either
the inequality,My _ - Tx, has a nonnegativesolution,or the inequalities
uM>O

(
u(-Tx)

<0X

have a nonnegativesolution.
x E K if and only if x E K1 and for ever?
(15) PROPOSITION.
where
E
C,
U(x, ,) _ 0,
U(x, t) = {min u(

-

Tx) juM _ 0, u ? 0}.

If 4 has a lower bound-from a practicalpoint of view this is a very
forall (i E
mild condition-thenlet a be suchthat a E 2 and aci-t
,
to be nonnegative,we have
i = 1,
, m. Since u is restricted
U(x, a) < U(x, ),

forevery E.

a E Z aiid U (x, a) < 0 implythat thereexists at least one
M\4oreover,
point of 4 forwhich the conditionU(x, t) > 0 does niothold. By (10)
thisx is not a feasiblesolution.We have proved:
(16) PROPOSITION. X E K ifand onlyif x E K1 and U(x, a) > 0.
to solve one linearprogramto test the
For this case, it is thus sufficient
feasibilityof a given x whichbelongsto K1 . Proposition(11) is not true
, in,but a f Z. For instaice, consider
ifai < (i forall ti E as, i = 1,
the followingexample.Let

2

T =

'

={0 1- 1

< 01
1 -<?

M =[
< 2)

t

+

42 _

}

of a,a = (a1 , a2)
and let x = (xl, x) = (0, 0) belongto K1 . By definition
= (-1, 0). It is easy to see that $ c {D
= My, y _ 0} and that the
obtainedby translatingZ by Tx, maps Z into itself
affinetransformation
(Tx = 0), i.e., x = 0 E K. But U(x, a) is not boundedbelow.
Suppose now thatwe have at hand x such that x E K1 and U (x, a) < 0,
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whereU (x, a) is as definedin (15). Let U2be an optimalsolutionto
minimize

u(a -T&),

subject to

uM > 0,
u > 0.

Since U(x, a) < 0, we have ga < U'T and by (16), x
x E K must satisfythe inequality

K. Thus, every

f

(a T)x ? iua.

(17)

We can add this condition(17) to the fixedconstraints,Ax = b, x _ 0.
It has the effectof cuttingoffpart of the set K1 .
problem.We now show that a
3. The equivalentconvex programming
can be expressedin termsofthefirststage
linearprogramunderuncertainty
decisionvariable x, as a convex programthat we shall call the equivalent
convexprogramming
problem.We derive the propertiesof the objective
functionof the equivalent convex programand constructthe equivalent
convexprogramwhenthe constraintsand the probabilityspace satisfythe
assumptionsmade in ?2.
3A. The equivalentconvexprogram.
A programmingproblem,minimizef(x), x E K, is
(18) DEFINITION.
problemto (1), if f(x) is given explicitlyfor
an equivalentprogramming
each x (not just as a functionof x, y, and t as in (1')), if K is the set of
feasiblesolutionsto (1), and if an optimalsolutionto the equivalentprogrammingproblemis an optimalsolutionto (1).
In ?2, we have alreadycharacterizedthe set of feasiblesolutionsto (1).
To exhibitan equivalentconvexprogramto (1), it sufficesto show that
(1') is convex in x. Let us considerthe second stage problem (2) for a
fixedt in >, as a functionof x. Then, by (A3) of the Appendix,
P(x, t) = {min qy I My =

(19)

-Tx, y > O}

is convexin x on {x I Tx = - My, y _ 0 and in particularon K2 .
By the dualitytheoremforlinearprograms,we have

P(x, 0) = Q(x, 0),

(20)
where

Q(x, I) = {max 7r(

-

Tx)

I rM < q}

forfixedt in S. Let
(21)

Q(x)

=

Ee{min qy I My

=

-Tx,

y ? 0O
- EelQ(x,

t)}

=

Ee{P (x, t)}
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be the expectedvalue of the secondstage problem(2) fora givenx in K2 .
(22) PROPOSITION. Q (X) is convexon K2 (see [2]).
Since by (A3) of the Appendix,Q (x, t) is convexin x on K2 it suffices
to remarkthat applyinigthe operatorEt to Q(x, t) is equivalent to performinga positiveweightedlinear combinationof convex functions,i.e.,
Q (x) is convexon K2 .
Thus the equivalentconvexprogramto (1) is,
(23)

minimize

z (x) = cx + Q (x),

subject to

x E K.

(24) PROPOSITION. Q (X) is continuouson K2.
Since Q (x) is convexon K2, the resultis immediateifK2 is open. To see
that K2 could be open, conisider
the followingexample.Let M = 1, T = 1
V
=
aind
(0, 1); thenK2 = (-oo, 0). In general,by (A12) of the Appendix, Q (x, is uniformly
continuousin x and t; thus
Q(x)-f

Q(x,

t)

dF(t)

is continuousin x on K2.
Coinsiderthe dual to the secondstage problem(2),
(25)

maximize

7r( - Tx),

subject to

FTM _

and let r(x, t) be the optimalsolutionto (25) forfixedx and t. In what
follows we assume that 7r
(x, t) and Q (x, t) are definedforall x in K and
all t in ?. Define
(26)

Fr(X) = E1{F(x,

)x} =

f

F(X,

) dF(t)

as the expectedoptimal solutionto problem (25) fora given x. Also, let
;(x) = E{fr(x, )t}

Fr(X
Z)

=

dF().

vectorand that { (x) is a scalar.
Note that r(x) is an mi-dimensional
(27) PROPOSITION. [C - 7r()T].X = -4(s) is a supportinghyperplane
ofz(x) at x = x, wherex CEK (see [2]).
Since [c - r (T) T]-T+ 4'(T) = z (), it sufficesto show that, forevery
x E K, z(x) ? [c - r(X)T]x + 4(1^). But thisis true,sinceforall x E K
aridforall t E 2,
Fr(x,

)(-Tx)

>

7rF(x,

Integratingboth sides with respectto (IF()

)-Tx).

and addingcx on both sides,
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we get
z(x) = [c - 7r(x)T]x + {'(x)

>

[c - 7r()T]x

+ {(x).

(28) COROLLARY.[C - 7rQ()T] is a gradientofz(x) at x.
We give to the term "gradient" the same meaningas Mintygives to
"generalizedgradient"in [5].
on K.
thenz (x) is differentiable
(29) PROPOSITION. If F (t) is continuous,
By (A15) of the Appendix, r(x, t) is piecewise constant.M\oreover,
since the set of points where 7r(x,t) is multivaluedhas measure zero,
7r(x) and VI(x) are uniqueforall x E K. This impliesthat z (x) has a unique
supportinghyperplanefor all x in. K By (22), z(x) is convex,i.e., z(x)
is differentiable
on K.
The conditionthat FQ() is continuousis sufficient
but not necessary;
e.g., let
T

=

fW2) =

c

M =, I

={

(i)2

= (2)}

(0)

[2,2]

q = [1,1],

x =

[XlIxX;

thenz (x) = x1 + X2 .
(30) PROPOSITION. Let xo E K; thenxois optimalif and onlyif thereexists
x E K,
7r (x?) such thatfor every
[c - 7r(x0)T]xo < [c - 7r(x0)T]x.
The proofis a direct applicationof (28) and the monotonicitypropertiesof the "gradient"of a convexfunction[5].
thenxois optimalif and onlyif
(31) COROLLARY. If z (x) is differentiable,
for all x in K,
[c - r(x0)T]xo < [c - r(x0)T]x.
One could regard (30) and (31) as statementsrelatedto the solvability
of problem (1). If we disregardthe inconsistentcase (K is empty), we
can write: (1) is solvable if and onlyif thereexistsa pair (x?,7r(x0)) such
that
[c -7r (x) T]xo < [c -7r

(x?)

T]x

forall x in K. Note that (1) can have an infinite
or a finiteinfimum.
i\Ioreover, since z(x) is cointinuous,
z(x) may fail to achieve a minimumon K
only if K is Inotbounded.
3B. Special cases. When the constraintsof problem(1) and the prob-
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ability space satisfythe assumptionsconsideredin ?1, we show that the
equivalent convex programsare programming
problemsfor which satisfactoryalgorithmsexist.
Case 1. v is finite.Let t ,
*... )k be thevalues assumedbytherandom
We have seeii in
vector t with probabilitiesfj, f2, -, fk respectivel.y.
?1 that the induced constraintscan be expressedexplicitlyin termsof
linear equations and linear inequalities.The equivalent convex program
is a linear programming
problemwhich can be expressedas follows:
,

minimize

z(x) = cX + flqyl +

f2qy2

+

+

fkqykI

Ax

subject to

=b
1

Tx + Myl
(32)

Tx +

My2

-2

TX +

Myk

>
?, y
Z~~~~~~~

-

>

0

y2

o

>

. ..y

k

>

0.

Dantzig and MViadansky
[2] have shownthat thereexistsa dual of this
problemwhichis in thestandardformforthe applicationofthe decomposition algorithmof Dantzig and Wolfe [4]. To findthis dual problem,we
use a moredirectapproachthan the one foundin [2].
Let (a, 7r , , .*. , 7r) be the variable appearing in the usual dual
of (32). Define
formulation
7r

7r

=

k;

IT

thenthe dual reads

maximize ub +

fl7rl1l

+

f7w202 +

MA+ flir'T+ f272T

+

+

fCkrkk,

+ fk7rkT <

c,

r2M
krmM

q.

This problemhas an "angular" structure.The firstn inequalitiescan be
used to generatethe master program.The last k X n inequalitiesconstitutethe subproblem.Dependingon T and M, it may be advantageousto
use variantsof the decompositionalgorithm,e.g., see Abadie [1].
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gives the problem (32) the structureof
Anothersimpletransformation
a multi-stagesystem (so-called "staircase" system) where the linear
constraintsfor all stages but one are identical. This last featuremay
simplifyconsiderablythe computation.To obtain thisform,subtractfrom
rowof Tx + My' =
each rowof Tx + My'+l = S +' the corresponding
I -1. Problem (32) becomes
,k
for1 = 1,
minimizez(x)
subject to

= cx + flqyl + fqy2

?

+ fkqyk

+
fk*lqyk1

Ax

=b

Tx + My

=1

-

My' + My2

=

2

yk-1 + Myk=ik
x

l>oy
>

0

y,

>

y

-

>

0,

ik-1

0

Case 2. M is square and nonsingular,and A is bounded.We show that
problemwhose
underthese assumptionsthereexistsa linearprogramming
set of optimalsolutionsis the set of optimalsolutionsof the linearprogram
underuncertainty.
(a) M is theidentity(M = I). The problemunderconsiderationis
minimize
subject to

z (x)

=

cx + Ed qy},
Ax =

Tx +

by

Iy =

x _ 0,

,

ton (,

F),

y > 0.

For fixedx and {, the secondstage problem(2) is
(33)

minimize

qy,

subject to

Iy

=

-Tx,

y > 0.

If (33) is feasible,then min qy = q ((33) is feasibleforall t in X, i.e., -Tx

Tx). Moreover,if x E K, then
0 forall t in $. We have

?

E {fmin
qy I x E K} = E{q(S,-

Tx)} = q,

-

By (9) and (10) thereexistsa vectora such that
K = {x I Ax = b, Tx

<

a, x _ 0}.
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Thus the linearprogram,
minimize

z(x) = (c

subject to

Ax = by

-

qT)x,

Tx ? a,
x > O,

yields the set of optimal solutionsto our problemn.
If V is comnpact,
thein
each neighborhoodof a, has positive measure. If the random variables
{i, i = 1, ... , an, are independent,then Z is an interval (in 9'-) and
= a(9)

(b) M is squareand nonsingular.The problemreads:
minimize

z (x) = cx + E~{ qy},

subject to

Ax

=

Tx +
x _ 0,

My = #,

t

on (>0F),

y _ O.

If oinemultipliesboth sides of Tx + My
one obtains

Tx + ly=i

b,

=

t on

the leftby M-'

=

[ij,

on (4,0,

where
T M-T-1
M-1: z -- kq.

Since > is boundedby assumptionand M-1 is a nonsingularlinearmapping,4 is also bounded.Hence, our new problemis similarto the previous
case (M = I). Let S* be the smallestintervalcontaiining
2 and let a *
be the lowerbound of S:*. The equivalentconvexprogramthenreads:
minimize
z(x) = (c - qM 1T)x,
subject to

Ax = b,
M-'Tx

a

x > 0.
The componentsof the vector a* can be computedas follows.Let ai
and /3%
be respectivelythe greatestlowerbound and the least upperbound
for4.; then
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(Yi

=min ZMjtl

ai*

=

where aj < (j < oj

j=l

E

j=1

where t

,iji*

=

if < 0,?
if>,,
0.
Aujj

{,B
{f3

procedurefora*, it is easy to see that the condition
From thiscomputationi
that Z is boundedis too strong;all we ineedis that a* exists.
Some generalizationsare possible. For example, let M be a Leontief
matrixwithsubstitutionsand let t - Tx ? 0 forall t in a and all x in K.
One thenshows that such a problemcan be reducedto the case whereM
is square and nonsingular[3]. In this case, the conditiont - Tx > 0, for
since ti - Tix < 0, forsome i,
all t in Z and all x in K, is not restrictive,
is meaninglessif the second stage problem (2) is a Leontiefsystemwith
substitution.
M = (I, -I). By (11), the equivalent
Case 3. The problemis complete.
convex programhas the form,
minimize

z (x) = cx + Q (x),

subject to

(34)

Ax = b,
x > 0.

This problemwas studied in detail in [6]. For completeness,we list the
particularformsof this convex programfor some specificdistribution
functionsF (k).
on (:, A, F)
Assumptions

Equivalent convex program

Linear program with upper bounds
.............
is finite (t discrete) ..........
Quadratic program
F(t) uniform................................
F(t) continuous
If one approximates t by a sum of uniformly
distributed random variables, then...... Quadratic program
F(t) exponential
If one approximates the objective function,
Quadratic program
then....................................
In general ..................................
Separable convex program

Moreover, many generalizationsof the complete problem lead to an
identical class of equivalent convex programs.Let us, for instance,considerthe followingproblem:
?

minimize z(x) = cx + Eq+y+
subject to

=

Ax

=
y?O,
Iy-

Tx I?0
+
X

qfy-},

?

0,

C

+

E H)?

b,
on

N
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where
H = {y+ Iy+ = Lz, z ? 01.
If L is a Leontiefmatrixwith substitutionsuch that H contains some
y+ > 0, and if q+ + q- _ 0, then one can show [3] that such a problem
has also an equivalentconvexprogramof the form(34).
Appendix.A linearprogramcan be consideredas a functionofits parameters
f(c, A, b)

=

{min cx i Ax = b, x _> 0}.

We studythepropertiesof thisfunctionwhereb is variable.Let
f (t)

=

{min cx i Ax = t,x > O},

{tt = Ax, x > 0}.

T=

(Al) LEMMA. Z is a convexpolyhedralcone containingtheorigin0.
For the sake of simplicity,we shall assume that the matrixA has full
row rank,so in particularm < n. The case f(t) = -so forall t in Z is
withoutinterest;moreoverwe have the following.
forsomet E Z if and onlyifforeveryt E 2,
(A2) LEMMA. f(t) = 00
f(t)
Thus we shall assume in what followsthatf(t) > - oo forall t E 2.
Note thatf(t) is definedonlyfort in X.
(A3) PROPOSITION. f(t) is convexon
Considerany to, ti E i: and X E [0, 1]. Let tx = Xto+ (1 - X)tj ; by
(Al) we have thE Z. Let xi be such that
f(ti)

=

cxi = {mincxIAx

= ti,x _ 01,

fori = 0, X, 1; thenx = Xxo+ (1 - X)xl is a feasiblebut not necessarily
optimalsolutionto: min cx such that Ax = t,, x _ 0. Consequently,f(t)
satisfiesthe basic inequality,
Xf(to) + (1 - X)f(t1) = Xcxo+ (1

-

X)cxl = cx _ cxx = f(tx)

forall to, t1in Z and 0 < X ? 1. Loosely speaking,we can rephrase(A3)
as follows.A linearprogramis a convexfunctionof its right-handside.
(A4) COROLLARY. Let
f*(t)

=

{min tx i Ax = b, x _ 01,

and let Z = {t if*(t) > - c}. Thenf*(t) is concaveon X
thenX is a simplicial
(A5) PROPOSITION. If A is squareand nonsingular,
coneand f (t) is linearon X.
It sufficesto remarkthatf (t) = cA-'t on X = {t i A-'t ? 0}.
(A6) PROPOSITION. Let B be a submatrixof A suchthatB is an optimal
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basisforsomet. ThenB is an optimalbasisforall t in ZB = {t i B1t ? O,
cone,and 'ZB C 5.
B is a simplicial
(A7) COROLLARY. If B is an optimalbasis for some t, thentB is the
an optimalbasis.
uniquesubsetofZ forwhichB constitutes
By (A5) and (A6), we have the following.
(A8) COROLLARY. f (t) is linearon ZB .
of Z into simplicial
(A9) PROPOSITION. There exists a decomposition
,Tk suchthat
conesT ,
{t I Bit ? O}, i = 1, * , k, whereBi is a square,nonsingular
(i) ?
ofA ofrankm,
submatrix
(ii) B, is an optimalbasisforsomet,
-

(iii) Ut=1tt =

j.
(iv) intzi nint 1=j 0fori
This propositioncan be proved using (A5), (A6) and (A7). It is easy
to see that this decompositionmay not be unique. By (A8) and (A9) we
get the nextresults.
(AlO) PROPOSITION. f (t) is piecewiselinearon Z.
(All) PROPOSITION. f(t) is continuouson Z.
Since f(t) is convex it is continuouson int Z. Moreover, (A8), (A9)
and (AlO) imply that f (t) is linear on, and in the neighborhoodof, the
boundary.
continuouson Z.
(A12) COROLLARY. f (t) is uniformly
and
(All).
This is immediateby (A10)
Considerthe followingproblem:
(A13)

maximizeirt,

subject to irA < c,

and let r(t) be an optimalsolutionto (A13) fora givent in Z.
(A14) PROPOSITION. If A is square and nonsingular,then7r(t) is constanton Z.
to remarkthat ir(t) = cA'1 on Z = {t I A-'t ? O}.
It suffices
functionon Z.
(A15) PROPOSITION. r (t) is a piecewiseconstant
This propositioncan be proved using (A9) and (A14). Let us remark
that i7r(t)may be multivaluedon the boundariesof the simplicialcones
determiningthe decompositionof Z, but it is singlevalued on theirinterior.
(A16) PROPOSITION. ir() *t is a supportinghyperplanetof(t) at t =
tE .
Since at t = t, the hyperplaner (t) t intersectsf(t), it sufficesto show
that
.

7r()t

?<f(t),

foreveryt E Z.
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But this is true,since by the definition
of 7r(t),
r()t

Wr(t) t = f(t).

This last proposition,(A10), and (All) implythe following.
(A17) PROPOSITION.
The graph of f(t), { (z, t) I z > f(t), t E Z}, is
a convexpolyhedral
conewithvertex
0.
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